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1 Introduction

Effective field theory provides a very general and precise framework to describe physical

systems at the quantum level. A particular effective quantum field theory can be defined

à la Wilson by a quasi-local action,1 a cutoff procedure and the value of the cutoff [1].

Alternatively, it can be defined by a quasi-local action, a renormalization scheme and a

renormalization scale [2]. In this second approach, which we follow here, any intermediate

regularization is removed and the quantum fluctuations explore arbitrary energy scales.

The action that describes an effective theory is given in general by a linear combination of an

infinite number of local operators, restricted to respect the required symmetries. It typically

contains a characteristic scale Λ, which controls the size of the different coefficients. At

energies higher than this scale, either new physics or some new strong-coupling regime of

the theory should show up, in such a way that unitarity is preserved. At any rate, what

1“Quasi-local” means that it is the integral of a Lagrangian density with a Fourier transform that is

analytic in momenta (and fields) in some region containing the origin. So, it can be written in a derivative

expansion as an infinite series of (local) operators. A “local” action, in contrast, only has terms with a

bounded number of derivatives.
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is most important from the low-energy point of view is that the predictions for a physical

observable can be expressed as a power series in E/Λ, with E indicating collectively the

relevant energy-momentum scales in the process and other dimensionful scales appearing

in the action, such as the masses of light particles. As long as E � Λ, the results can

be approximated by keeping a finite number of terms in the E/Λ expansion. Within this

approximation, the theory can then be described by an action that is a polynomial in 1/Λ.

This effective action is local and depends only on a finite number of parameters. But, as we

discuss in detail in the paper, it is not necessarily a simple truncation of the exact action.

The description of a given quantum field theory in terms of an action and a renor-

malization scale (or a cutoff, in the Wilsonian approach) is highly redundant. Firstly, the

renormalization group invariance represents a one-parameter redundancy: a change in the

renormalization scale (or in the cutoff) can be compensated by a change in the action in

such a way that the predictions of the theory are preserved.2 Secondly, physical observ-

ables are invariant under redefinitions of the quantum fields.3 This property of quantum

field theory is sometimes known as the equivalence theorem (not to be confused with the

equivalence theorem in the Higgs mechanism). Different versions of this theorem, with

different assumptions and in different contexts, have been proved and discussed in the lit-

erature [4–10]. Here we have in mind the application of the effective field theory to the

scattering of particles. In this context, the redundancy is given by the freedom in choosing

interpolating fields that can create the relevant particles from the vacuum and be used to

compute scattering amplitudes.

In the present work, we explore some aspects of local perturbative field redefinitions in

effective field theories. By perturbative, we mean that the variation in the fields is treated

as a perturbation. These redefinitions have the virtue of being automatically invertible

with a local inverse, in a perturbative sense. Moreover, as shown, for instance, in [11] and

reviewed below, their effect is particularly simple, as the Jacobian of the transformation

can be ignored in methods such as dimensional regularization. Most of the time, the

change of the fields will be taken to be suppressed by some positive integer power of 1/Λ.

Then, treating it as a perturbation is actually implied by the perturbative expansion of the

effective theory in powers of 1/Λ. This kind of redefinition mixes different orders in the

1/Λ expansion of the effective action in a triangular fashion: the n-th order of the redefined

action depends only on terms of order m ≤ n in the original one.

Perturbative redefinitions are performed customarily by effective-theory practitioners

in order to write general or particular effective actions, consistent with certain symmetries,

in reduced forms [10, 12–17]. The idea is to eliminate part of the reparametrization redun-

dancy by imposing a condition on the action. This is completely analogous to fixing a gauge

in a gauge-invariant theory, and we will borrow this terminology.4 A standard gauge-fixing

condition is to require the vanishing of the coefficients of certain operators. As we review

in section 5, this can be achieved order by order in 1/Λ by perturbative redefinitions. If no

2More generally, any change of renormalization scheme can compensated by a change in the action.
3Actually, the renormalization group invariance can be understood as the invariance under a particular

type of field redefinition [3].
4In fact, this is more than a mere analogy: any quantum field theory has a BRST symmetry associated

with field redefinitions [18].
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linear combination of the remaining operators can be redefined away without violating the

gauge-fixing condition, then these operators are said to form a non-redundant basis. When

eliminating a certain term of order n, the change in the action at orders m > n (and in the

other terms at order n) can be absorbed into the operator coefficients of the original action,

if it is completely general.5 From the purely effective point of view, there is often no need to

track this redefinition of the coefficients, as they are free parameters to be determined exper-

imentally. For this reason, among others, the “higher-order effects” of the field redefinition

are usually ignored. Then, it turns out that the order-by-order algorithm to remove opera-

tors with perturbative redefinitions is equivalent to a very simple recipe: using the equations

of motion of the action at lowest order (n = 0) in any of the terms of order n ≥ 1 [12].

However, in many situations it is crucial to know the dependence of the coefficients in

the redefined action on the coefficients of the original one. This is the case, for instance,

when one wants to translate the experimental limits on the coefficients in one basis of

operators into limits on the coefficients of the operators in another (reduced) basis. Another

common scenario is the one in which the coefficients in a certain effective action are known

functions of the parameters of some ultraviolet (UV) completion of interest, and one wants

to know the corresponding functional dependence of the operator coefficients in a particular

non-redundant basis. In these situations, all the effects of the field redefinitions up to a

certain order must be considered if the aimed precision requires a calculation to that

order [19]. Analyzing the perturbative structure of these effects — including the impact of

quantum corrections and dimensionless couplings — is the main purpose of this work. In

particular, we clarify the relation between perturbative field redefinitions and the classical

equations of motion, which still is, apparently, the source of some confusion. For example,

it is well known that many of the corrections of order n ≥ 2 generated by the perturbative

redefinitions are missed by the recipe based on the lowest-order equations of motion. One

could try to improve this situation by including higher-order terms in the equation of

motion, as done in [20, 21]. We show, however, that the higher-order corrections induced

by the redefinitions are not correctly recovered by this extended recipe. The essential

reason is that the classical equations of motion only capture the first-order response of the

action to variations of the fields. Therefore, using naively the equations of motion, with or

without higher-order corrections, gives in general an action that is not equivalent to the

original one at the second and higher orders. Imposing equations of motion is not the same

as performing field redefinitions.

Whether the higher-order terms, in particular those induced by field redefinitions,

are significant or not in practice, depends on many factors: the experimental precision,

the process to be calculated, the theory at hand, the value of E/Λ and the value of the

remaining parameters that appear in the action. For instance, it may happen that the first-

order contributions are vanishing or very suppressed, due to some symmetry or to some

dynamical reason. Then the second-order terms would give the leading correction [22, 23].

Taking into account the higher-order terms generated by field redefinitions is relevant,

in particular, for the consistent perturbative matching of a local effective theory to a

5Note that the necessary redefinitions will always preserve the symmetries of the action, see appendix D.
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more fundamental UV theory with the same light degrees of freedom. In this respect, we

also study the impact on the effective theory of field redefinitions performed in the UV

theory. We find that, non-trivially, the redefinitions of the light fields do not commute

at the quantum level with the matching procedure. This is related to the contribution of

heavy-light loops in the UV theory.

The article is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the effect of local redefini-

tions on quantum field theories for off-shell and on-shell quantities, paying special attention

to the case of perturbative redefinitions.6 In section 3, we discuss the relation between field

redefinitions and the classical equations of motion. In section 4, we examine how field redef-

initions affect the matching of an effective theory to a more fundamental one. In section 5,

we analyze perturbative field redefinitions in which the perturbation is controlled by the

same small parameters as the perturbative expansion of the effective theory. This refers

mainly to the length scale 1/Λ, but also to other dimensionless parameters that may enter

in the effective theory, such as coupling constants or 1/4π factors related to loops. We

also point out a few effects at higher orders in 1/Λ or in the loop expansion. In section 6

we give a realistic example in the Standard Model effective field fheory (SMEFT) that

illustrates some of the general results. In section 7 we extract the main conclusions of our

study, including a proposal for the workflow in effective field theories. In appendices A, B

and C we present, respectively, a toy model illustrating the role of the Jacobian and the

sources in the field transformation, a counterexample to the exact validity of eliminating

operators proportional to the classical equations of motion and a sample calculation that

proves the appearance of non-trivial effects of field redefinitions when a quasi-local action

is truncated at a finite order in the 1/Λ expansion. Finally, appendix D shows that explicit

gauge covariance is preserved by covariant field redefinitions and is manifest in the exact

equations of motion of a gauge theory. In particular, this implies that the corrections to the

SMEFT equations of motion given in ref. [21] in terms of ordinary derivatives and gauge

fields can be written in terms of field-strength tensors and covariant derivatives.

In order to make it as didactical and self-contained as possible, our exposition follows a

logical order and includes some results that have been given in diverse forms in the literature

of the last forty years. In the same vein, we have provided simple examples that explicitly

illustrate the less obvious effects of field redefinitions. To help readers locate the original

material, we highlight next our main new results (including observations relevant for current

phenomenological applications), together with the sections where they can be found:

1. We show that arbitrary local perturbative field transformations can be applied to

fields with vanishing or non-vanishing vacuum expectation value. This is non-trivial,

since the expectation values of the new fields are not simply given, at the quantum

level, by the same transformation of the original expectation values. As an important

corollary, covariant field redefinitions can be performed in theories with spontaneously

broken symmetries before shifting the fields (which is actually common practice in

the SMEFT). [Section 2]

6Much of the content of this section can be found in ref. [10]. We also clarify a couple of important

details and summarize latter work on renormalization.
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2. We give a necessary condition (known to be sufficient) for a parameter in the action

to be exactly redundant. [Section 3 (examples in section 6 and appendix A)]

3. We give a necessary condition (known to be sufficient) for a term in the action to be

exactly redundant. [Section 3]

4. We study how field redefinitions in a UV field theory are related to field redefinitions

in the corresponding low-energy effective theory. We find that redefinitions of the

light fields do not commute with matching at the quantum level. [Section 4 and

appendix C]

5. We analyze how perturbative field redefinitions affect power counting. [Section 5

(example in section 6)]

6. We find which contributions are missed when the classical equations of motion are

used to simplify the action, and show that these contributions cannot be neglected

at higher orders. [Sections 3 and 5 (subsection 5.1) (examples in section 6 and

appendix B)]

7. We point out a few non-trivial consequences at higher orders of the usage of field

redefinitions in effective theories, which are relevant for current phenomenological

applications. [Section 5 (example in section 6)]

2 Reparametrization invariance

Consider a quantum field theory described by a classical action S, which is a local or quasi-

local functional of a set of quantum fields φi, represented collectively by φ. We follow the

convention of indicating the adjoints of complex fields with distinct labels i, in such a

way that a sum over i includes both a field and its adjoint, if not real. Furthermore, we

use the compact DeWitt notation φα = φi(x), with repeated collective indices indicating

also integration over the space-time variables. Let Z[J ] be the generating function of

multiple-point Green functions, with sources Ji for each field φi. In terms of a Lagrangian

path-integral,

Z[J ] =

∫
Dφ exp (iS[φ] + Jαφ

α) , (2.1)

with the normalization Z[0] = 1. A possible non-trivial determinant in the measure (nec-

essary for instance in a non-linear sigma model) is assumed to be included in the action

S. This is just a formal expression and a regularization or renormalization procedure is

necessary to give a precise meaning to it and to the following manipulations. Now, let us

perform a change of integration variables φ→ φ′ = F (φ), where F is an invertible function.

Ignoring regularization and renormalization for the moment, we get

Z[J ] =

∫
Dφ det

(
δF

δφ

)
exp (iS[F (φ)] + JαF

α(φ)). (2.2)

So, the generating function is invariant under a field redefinition in the action,

S′[φ] = S[F (φ)], if the redefinition is accompanied by the corresponding Jacobian factor
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and the corresponding change in the source terms, as specified by eq. (2.2). Usually, the

transformation F is taken to respect the symmetry and hermiticity properties of the original

action, although this is not strictly necessary: as long as the transformation is invertible,

the change of variables is valid and the generating function will remain invariant (see

nonetheless comments in [24]). At the regularized level, the same equation holds, possibly

with a non-trivial redefinition of the regularization.7 In the following we consider only reg-

ularizations in which the regulator is dimensionless, and therefore does not interfere with

the cutoff expansion in effective theories. Dimensional regularization belongs to this class.

Both the Jacobian and the modified source terms are required for Z to remain invariant.

In particular, they are necessary to cancel possible higher-order poles, as illustrated in

appendix A. Fortunately, they can be neglected under certain circumstances, as we now

review. This is the usual statement of the equivalence theorem.

The Jacobian of the transformation can be written in terms of ghost fields c, c̄:

det
δF

δφ
=

∫
Dc̄Dc exp

(
−ic̄α

δFα

δφβ
cβ
)
. (2.3)

In the following we consider only local transformations, with F ix(φ) depending analytically

on the value of the fields and their derivatives, up to a finite order, at the point x. Then

the Jacobian in terms of ghosts can be simply added to the action, which remains (quasi)

local. In general, this contribution to the action has a non-trivial effect (see appendix A).

However, most applications involve perturbative field redefinitions

F (φ) = φ+ λG(φ), (2.4)

where G is analytic in λ and all terms proportional to positive powers of λ are to be treated

as interactions in perturbation theory. Then, the inverse of the transformation is also local.

Moreover, the ghost propagator is equal to the identity and the ghost loops only contain

insertions of δG(φ)/δφα, which by the locality assumption are polynomials of the internal

momenta. Therefore the ghost loops will integrate to zero in dimensional regularization [11].

Then, in dimensional regularization (and in any regularization with this property), the

Jacobian of a local, perturbative transformation is equal to the identity and the ghosts can

be ignored. In the same manner, in the perturbative treatment no unphysical poles will

appear in the propagators of the other (redefined) fields, and all the contributions that

were cancelled by ghost loops will also vanish in dimensional regularization. Note that it is

crucial for consistency that all the quadratic terms in S′ that vanish as λ→ 0 be treated as

interactions, i.e. not be resummed into the propagators of that theory. Check appendix A

for an explicit example of this point.

The change in the source terms is important for the invariance of off-shell quantities,

but thanks to the LSZ reduction formula [27] it has no impact on the S matrix, at least

for local perturbative redefinitions. To understand this, note first that the poles of the

7For instance, a regularization that modifies only the quadratic terms will modify the interactions after

a non-linear field redefinition. The change in the regulator accounts for the additional terms found in [25].

The definition of methods such as dimensional regularization, which preserve the formal relations between

propagators and interactions [26], needs not be changed.
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momentum-space two-point function of any operator O are equal to the physical masses

ma of the particles a that this operator can create from the vacuum. The probability

amplitude of creating particle a with momentum p,
√
ZaO := 〈ap| O(0) |0〉 6= 0, is given by

the residues at the poles. The operator O is then a valid interpolating field that can be used

in the reduction formula to find S-matrix elements involving any of the particles a, with

wave-function renormalization given by
√
ZaO. For a perturbative field redefinition eq. (2.4),

〈ap|F i0(φ) |0〉 = 〈ap|φi0 |0〉+O(λ). (2.5)

Therefore, if Za
φi
6= 0 when λ→ 0, then Za

F i(φ)
6= 0. Hence, F i(φ) is also a valid interpolat-

ing field for the particle a. Moreover, because the physical masses of the particles do not

know about the field representation, the poles in the two-point function will remain the

same at any order. In terms of generating functionals, all this means that Z and Z ′, with

Z ′[J ] =

∫
Dφ det

(
δF

δφ

)
exp

(
iS′[φ] + Jαφ

α
)
, (2.6)

give rise to the same S matrix. We will say that they are equivalent on-shell and write

Z ∼ Z ′.
Let us emphasize that this result holds for a general perturbative redefinition [10]. The

function G in eq. (2.4) can be non-linear, it can contain terms proportional to the field or

to the field derivatives and it can contain a non-vanishing constant. The latter might raise

some concerns, as the proof of the LSZ formula assumes a vanishing vacuum expectation

value (vev) of the operator O. Let us examine this issue. Suppose δZ[J ]/δJ i(x)|0 = vi.

If vi 6= 0, it is customary to write φi(x) = vi + hi(x) and work with the shifted fields

hi, which have vanishing vev in the original theory S. Let δZ ′[J ]/δJ i(x)|0 = ṽi. The

corresponding shift is φi(x) = ṽi + h̃i(x), such that h̃i has vanishing vev in the theory S′.

The transformation F induces another transformation F̄ on the shifted fields: hi = F̄ i(h̃) =

F i(ṽ+ h̃)−vi = h̃i+λḠi(h̃). At the classical level, it can be easily checked that F i(ṽ) = vi.

This also holds at the quantum level when F is linear. In this case, F̄ and Ḡ have no

constant term.8 Conversely, in this case the transformation F̄ i(h̃) = F i(ṽ + h̃) − F i(ṽ)

leads to fields hi with no vev. For generic non-linear transformations, on the other hand,

F i(ṽ) 6= vi at the quantum level. This can be seen as a particular consequence of the

fact that the quantum action (unlike the classical one) is not a scalar under non-linear

field redefinitions. This is due to the lack of covariance of the source terms Jαφ
α: a

non-linear field redefinition in this term cannot be absorbed into a redefinition of the

sources. Covariant extensions of the effective action have been proposed in [28, 29]. At

any rate, in general F̄ and Ḡ will have a constant at O(~), and it is this constant that

guarantees vanishing vevs. In practice, all this amounts to performing a redefinition of

fields with or without vevs, calculating the vevs of the new fields with the new action

and then performing the corresponding shifts (in perturbation theory this can be achieved

by imposing tadpole cancellation as a renormalization condition, see the corresponding

8This property is implicit in the discussion of spontaneously broken theories in [10].
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comments in [24]).9 In particular, this means that in a theory with spontaneous symmetry

breaking one can perform covariant field redefinitions in the symmetric phase, in such a

way that the symmetry of the Lagrangian is kept manifest. In fact, this is a standard

practice in the SMEFT.

It should be remembered that the simplified result eq. (2.6) is not valid for off-shell

quantities. We have already mentioned the fact that the vevs of the fields are not covariant

under field redefinitions. As pointed out in [24], care is also needed with unstable particles.

Of course, as long as they are rigorously treated as resonances in processes with stable

asymptotic states, the LSZ formula holds and eq. (2.6) can be used. The problem with

eq. (2.6) arises when one insists in treating the unstable particles as external states, which

is extremely useful since most of the particles in the Standard Model (SM) are unstable.

For this, different treatments have been proposed (see ref. [30] and references therein). It

would be interesting to assess to what extent eq. (2.6) is a good approximation in each of

these treatments.

To finish this section, let us discuss in what sense these results survive renormalization.

We can schematically write the generating function of renormalized Green functions as

ZR[J ] = lim
ε→0

∫

rε

Dφ exp
(
iSRε [φ] + Jαφ

α
)
, (2.7)

where rε represents some regularization with regulator ε, which is removed when taken to

0, while SRε = S+Sct
ε , with Sct

ε containing the necessary counterterms. Changing variables

again,

ZR[J ] = lim
ε→0

∫

r′ε

Dφ det

(
δF

δφ

)
exp

(
iSRε [F (φ)] + JαF

α(φ)
)
, (2.8)

where r′ is the regularization after the change of variables. This shows that (SR)′[φ] =

SR[F (φ)] with the regularization r′ gives finite Green functions of the operators F (φ) when

ε→ 0. Having in mind the simplified result eq. (2.6) for on-shell quantities, we are actually

interested in the Green functions of fields φ in the theory (SR)′, but the substitution

JαF
α → Jαφ

α in (2.8) produces a generating function that does not generate finite Green

functions in the limit ε → 0. Nevertheless, because of the on-shell equivalence with SR,

these Green functions will give finite scattering amplitudes (with the limit ε → 0 taken

after the on-shell reduction).

S′ describes a (quasi) local field theory, so it can also be renormalized (in a broad sense,

possibly with infinite counterterms), such that finite off-shell Green functions are found.

The necessary counterterms and the corresponding renormalized action (S′)R cannot be

recovered by just making the same field redefinition in the original renormalized action.

That is, (S′)R 6= (SR)′. One nice way of relating the renormalization in both theories

has been proposed in [31]. The essential idea is to add sources La for all the possible

operators. Then, it is shown that to connect both renormalized theories not only the fields

9Alternatively, it is possible to work with h′ = F−1(v + h) − F−1(v), which in general will have a vev

at O(~λ). The field h′ is perturbatively close to h̃ so the results will be the same in perturbation theory,

although the presence of tadpoles is an unwanted complication. It can also be used in the LSZ formula,

since the contribution of the (constant) difference with h̃ lacks the corresponding pole.
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but also the sources must be transformed: φ→ F (φ), L→ L′(L). This is quite natural in

the framework of the renormalization of composite operators [32], which is required here

because φ in the theory S′ is composite from the point of view of the original theory S.

Interestingly, in this picture renormalization itself can be seen as a regulator-dependent

change of variables [31, 33]. The most important implication of these relations between

renormalized theories is that predictivity is preserved: if the observables depend on a finite

number of physical parameters, to a given order, in the theory defined in the original

variables, the same holds in the theory defined with the new variables (see ref. [34] for an

explicit example in a renormalizable theory).

3 Field redefinitions vs equations of motion

The Schwinger-Dyson equations follow from the invariance of the path integral under in-

finitesimal field redefinitions10 and can be written succinctly as

∫
Dφ
[
i
δS

δφβ
+ Jβ

]
exp(iS + Jαφ

α) = 0. (3.1)

Differentiation with respect to J gives an infinite set of relations among the Green functions,

which can be considered the quantum equations of motion of the theory. In this section, we

discuss instead relations between field redefinitions and the classical equations of motion,

δS/δφα = 0.

For the perturbative redefinition in eq. (2.4), we can Taylor expand the resulting action,

S′[φ] = S[F (φ)]

=
∞∑

m=0

1

m!
λmGα1(φ) · · ·Gαm(φ)

δmS[φ]

δφα1 . . . δφαm

= S[φ] + λGα1(φ)
δS[φ]

δφα1
+O(λ2)

=: S′linear[φ] +O(λ2). (3.2)

The term linear in G, of order λ is proportional to δS/δφ, and thus vanishes if the classical

equations of motion of S are used. However, due to the higher-order terms, we see that S′

is not equal to S′linear, that is, S and S′linear are not related by this field redefinition for any

G and λ. As we show below, for a generic G they are actually not related by any local field

redefinition. Thus, adding to S a perturbation proportional to its equations of motion does

not result in general in an action equivalent to S. Equally, eliminating terms in the action

by imposing the classical equations of motion of the rest of the action does not produce an

equivalent theory. The equivalence only holds at linear order in the perturbation. Note that

the perturbation λGδS/δφ is neither redundant in the classical limit. Indeed, the relevant

equations of motion for a tree-level calculation of Green functions include the variation of

the perturbation itself and the variation of the source terms.

10Conversely, the path integral (2.1) can be understood as a formal solution to the Schwinger-Dyson

equations.
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All this looks pretty straightforward, but apparently there is still some confusion about

the limitations of the classical equations of motion, even among experts in effective the-

ories. For example, statements such as “the operators that vanish by the equations of

motion are redundant” or “the operators that vanish by the equations of motion give

no contribution to on-shell matrix elements”, without further qualification, are found ev-

ery now and then in the specialized literature. To make this point completely clear, we

stress that the proofs in [35–38] of the redundancy of equation-of-motion operators are

only valid at the linear level, as indicated in these references. Let us briefly review the

argument in [35], which is reproduced in the discussion about field redefinitions and equa-

tions of motion in the lecture notes [39]. Given an action S and an operator of the form

O(z) = (f iδS/δφi)(z), field redefinitions in the path integral are used to show that the

correlators 〈0|Tφi1x1 . . . φinxnO(z)|0〉 in the theory described by S can be written as a

sum of terms proportional to delta functions involving the points i1 . . . in.11 Then, it fol-

lows from the LSZ formula that 〈p1 . . . pr|O(z)|pr+1 . . . pn〉 vanishes, since the number of

poles is smaller than n. From this, it is concluded in [39] that the operator O “can be

dropped because it does not contribute to the S matrix”. But this conclusion is an unjus-

tified extrapolation of the particular result for S-matrix elements with only one insertion

of O.12 Indeed, the perturbative calculations with the complete action S + λO involve

in general arbitrary powers of the interaction λO, so one needs to also take into account

the correlators 〈0|Tφi1x1 . . . φinxnO(z1) . . .O(zm)|0〉 with m > 1. It can be checked that

these correlators contain terms that are not proportional to any delta function involving

the points x1, . . . , xn. These terms do not need to vanish when the elementary fields are

reduced into on-shell particles. Therefore, diagrams with a single insertion of O do not

contribute when the external legs are on shell, but diagrams with two or more insertions do,

in general. In appendix B, we check explicitly in a simple example that, already at the tree

level, 〈p1p2|TO(z1)O(z2)|p3p4〉 6= 0. All this agrees with eq. (3.2): λO can be eliminated

at the linear order in λ by a perturbative field redefinition, but in doing so other operators

proportional to the second and higher powers of λ are generated. The single (and multiple)

insertions of these new operators reproduce the effect of the multiple insertions of O.

Another approach to the analysis of redundancies in the action is focusing on redundant

parameters instead of redundant operators. In this case, there is an exact relation with the

classical equations of motion. A parameter ξ in an action Sξ will be redundant if it can be

eliminated by a local field redefinition, i.e. if an invertible Fξ exists such that S′ = Sξ ◦ Fξ
does not depend on ξ. Then, using that ∂S′/∂ξ = 0,

∂Sξ
∂ξ

=
∂(F−1

ξ )α

∂ξ

δF βξ
δφα

δSξ
δφβ

. (3.3)

11This is a simple generalization of the Schwinger-Dyson equations. Dimensional regularization is assumed

in order to neglect the Jacobian of the transformation.
12The author of ref. [39] warns latter that “working to second order in the equations of motion is tricky”

(see ref. [20] for more details). However, as shown in section 5 and in the example of section 6, using the

equations of motion at second order is in general wrong, rather than tricky, while at first order it involves

no complications.
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We conclude that if ξ is redundant, then ∂Sξ/∂ξ vanishes when the classical equations

of motion are enforced. The converse implication is also true: if ∂Sξ/∂ξ vanishes by the

classical equations of motion, then ξ is redundant [2]. Indeed, the variation of Sξ under an

infinitesimal change δξ of the parameter ξ is δSξ = (∂Sξ/∂ξ)δξ. If (∂Sξ/∂ξ) = fαδS/δφα,

then the change δSξ can be compensated by the infinitesimal transformation given by

eq. (2.4) with λ = δξ and G = −f , as can be seen in eq. (3.2). That is, ∂(Sξ ◦ Fξ)/∂ξ = 0.

Since this holds for any value of ξ, it follows that S′ = Sξ ◦ Fξ is constant in ξ.

Let us use this last approach to study under which circumstances may S + λf be

equivalent to S, where λ is a small parameter. Here, f is a local functional of φ and both

S and f may depend analytically on λ at λ = 0. Consider now the action S + ξf , with ξ

a new parameter that is not present in S nor in f . If ξ were a redundant parameter, then

the values ξ = 0 and ξ = λ would lead to equivalent actions, and we would conclude that

S + λf is equivalent to S. As we have just seen, ξ is a redundant parameter if and only if

f = gα
δ

δφα
(S + ξf), (3.4)

for some local ξ-dependent functionals gα of φ. We want to solve this equation for gα.

To reduce the size of the equations, we use in the remaining of this section the notation

H,α1...αm = δmH/δφα1 . . . δφαm for any functional H. As we are interested in perturbative

redefinitions, we require that gα has a power expansion gα = g(0)α+ξg(1)α+. . . . Comparing

the terms of order 0 in ξ, we see that, for a solution to exist, it must be possible to write

f in the form f = fαS,α, and then g(0)α = fα. Incidentally, this shows once more that

the equations of motion can be employed to eliminate terms at first order; the necessary

perturbative redefinition with Gα = −fα follows from eq. (3.3). Writing gα = fα + ξḡα,

(3.4) reduces to

0 = ḡαS,α + (fα + ξḡα)(fβ,αS,β + fβS,βα) (3.5)

Looking at the leading order of this equation, we see that, for a solution to exist, we need

fαfβS,βα = hαS,α, (3.6)

for some hα. For a non-trivial action S and a generic fα, there is no solution to this

equation, since the first and second derivatives give a non-homogeneous result when acting

on terms in S with different number of fields. A solution exists, however, if fα = fαβS,β .

Actually, in this case there is a solution of eq. (3.4) to all orders in ξ, since eq. (3.5) is then

of the form

0 =
[
ḡγ +

(
fαβS,β + ξḡα

)(
fγδ,α S,δ + 2fγδS,δα

)]
S,γ . (3.7)

Thanks to its factorized form, this equation can always be solved recursively, looking for

a local solution ḡα that makes the first factor (in brackets) vanish. This defines a local

solution gα as a power series in ξ. The local perturbative redefinition that eliminates ξf to

all orders can then be obtained recursively, using eq. (3.3). Therefore, we conclude that the

parameter ξ is redundant in perturbation theory if f is at least quadratically proportional

to the equation-of-motion operator δS/δφ. As anticipated, we can then conclude that the

perturbation λf can be ignored on shell. This result has actually been obtained before
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in [29, 40]. Here, we have seen that for a general action this condition on f is not only

sufficient, but also necessary. A more direct way of checking that λS,αf
αβS,β is redundant

is to perform a field redefinition to eliminate it at first order. Then, it is easy to check

that the higher order terms have the same form. Therefore, successive field redefinitions

will move the effects of the perturbation to higher and higher orders, while preserving the

property that the generated terms are quadratic in the equation-of-motion operator. In

this way, the effects of the perturbation can be completely eliminated up to an arbitrary

power of λ.

4 Field redefinitions and matching

In this section we discuss the relation between field redefinitions performed before and

after the matching of an effective field theory to a UV completion, which may be another

effective field theory. The later will be called the fundamental or the UV theory. We

assume that the action SUV of the fundamental theory depends on a set of heavy fields Φ,

with masses larger than a scale Λ and a set of light fields φ, with masses lighter than Λ.

An effective action S̄ for the light fields can defined by

Z[J ] =

∫
DφDΦ exp (iSUV[Φ, φ] + Jαφ

α)

=

∫
Dφ exp

(
iS̄[φ] + Jαφ

α
)
, (4.1)

with

exp
(
iS̄[φ]

)
=

∫
DΦ exp (iSUV[Φ, φ]) . (4.2)

If sources were added for the heavy fields, the effective action would also depend on them.

Without such sources, Z[J ] only generates the Green functions of the light fields. The

effective action S̄ can be found by two equivalent methods: A) requiring that the first and

second lines of eq. (4.1) agree, which amounts to matching the off-shell 1PI functions of the

effective theory to the off-shell one-light-particle-irreducible functions of the fundamental

theory; B) integrating out the heavy degrees of freedom explicitly, i.e. computing directly

eq. (4.2), for instance using functional methods.

The action S̄, obtained by any of these methods, is non-local. However, a local ef-

fective field action can be constructed to approximately reproduce the function Z. The

approximation is controlled by the dimensionful parameter λ = 1/Λ. Given a (non-local)

effective action S̄, we define
〈
S̄
〉
n

as the local action containing terms of order λn or less

and such that
∫
Dφ exp

(
iS̄[φ] + Jαφ

α
)

=

∫
Dφ exp

(
i
〈
S̄
〉
n
[φ] + Jαφ

α
)

+O(λn+1). (4.3)

The exact action S̄ and generating function Z can be viewed formally as infinite series

in λ:

S̄[φ] =

∞∑

k=0

λkS̄k[φ], Z[J ] =

∞∑

m=0

λmZm[J ]. (4.4)
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Note that each S̄k is local, as adding derivatives to an operator increases its order in λ.

But because S̄ is non-local, it turns out that knowing S̄k for k ≤ n for any given n is

not enough, in general, to compute Zn at the quantum level. Even if any sum of a finite

number of terms with k > n gives a vanishing contribution to Zn, the tail
∑

k≥N λ
kS̄k of

the series may contribute to it for arbitrarily large N . Therefore, the naive truncation [S̄]n
of S̄ to order n does not coincide, in general, with the local effective action S =

〈
S̄
〉
n
,

which gives the correct approximation of Z to order n.

In the saddle-point expansion, this can be understood in the following way [41]. When-

ever the linear couplings of the heavy fields to the light ones are non-vanishing, the exact

saddle-point configuration, which gives the effective action at the tree level, needs to be

approximated by a truncated expansion in λ, say to order N . Then, besides the usual

quadratic and higher-order terms, the heavy-field expansion of the action about this non-

exact saddle point includes linear terms suppressed by λN+1 and higher powers of λ. De-

spite this suppression, at the quantum level such terms must be taken into account in the

integral of the heavy fields Φ. Indeed, the quantum corrections may give contributions to

orders k < N , independently of how large N is. The essential reason is that loop integrals

regularized with dimensionless regulators probe all energy scales, including those higher

than Λ. A way of finding these contributions within approach B, based on the method of

regions [42], has been proposed in [43]. In the matching approach A, correcting [S̄]n to find〈
S̄
〉
n

is not really an issue: in practice, the matching is performed directly between SUV

and S =
〈
S̄
〉
n

at some given n. The necessary contributions then appear automatically

from diagrams in the fundamental theory involving loops of both light and heavy fields,

which at one loop are only present when the heavy fields have linear couplings to the light

ones [41, 44, 45].

Once again, a renormalization procedure is required to make sense of all these equa-

tions. The matching can be performed at the regularized level (with the same dimensionless

regulator). This leads to a regularized effective action that can be perturbatively renor-

malized. But it makes more physical sense to match the renormalized theories, as at the

end of the day the aim of matching is to express the renormalized parameters of the local

effective action S as functions of the renormalized parameters of SUV. In method B, this

can be achieved by adding counterterms to the UV action but refraining from removing

the regulator; then the necessary counterterms in the effective theory will be generated

(in the same regularization and renormalization scheme) during the matching procedure.

The UV behaviours of the fundamental and effective theories are different, and so will

be the counterterms. In the standard approach to matching within method A, the renor-

malized Green functions of the fundamental and effective theories are compared (with

removed regulators). This allows great flexibility, as neither the regularization method nor

the renormalization scheme need to be the same in both theories. The relation between

renormalized parameters depends on these schemes. To preserve this relation, the effective

theory should be used in the same scheme used for the matching. In this regard, observe

that, because the effective theory is local, all its renormalized couplings and masses can

be modified by finite counterterms. Hence, by adapting the scheme to each UV theory, all

the UV information in the renormalized parameters of the effective theory can be erased.
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Scheme independence, however, ensures that the calculations done in such a scheme (which

will depend on the UV parameters) will reproduce to the required order the low-energy

predictions of the corresponding fundamental theory. In practice, it is preferable to see

this information explicitly in the renormalized parameters, so a universal renormalization

scheme, such as MS, should be used in the effective theory.

Let us now perform a general local change of variables involving both the heavy and

the light fields, (Φ, φ)→ F (Φ, φ) = (Fh(Φ, φ), Fl(Φ, φ)). We find

Z[J ] =

∫
DφDΦ det

(
δF

δ(φ,Φ)

)
exp {iSUV[F (Φ, φ)] + JαF

α
l (Φ, φ)} . (4.5)

Consider first the particular case with Fl(Φ, φ) = Fl(φ), that is to say, the case in which

the new light fields depend only on the original light fields.13 Then,

Z[J ] =

∫
DφDΦ det

(
δFl
δφ

)
det

(
δFh
δΦ

)
exp {iSUV[Fh(Φ, φ), Fl(φ)] + JαF

α
l (φ)}

=

∫
Dφ det

(
δFl
δφ

)
exp

{
S′[φ] + JαF

α
l (φ)

}
, (4.6)

where

exp
(
iS′[φ]

)
=

∫
DΦ det

(
δFh
δΦ

)
exp {iSUV[Fh(Φ, φ), Fl(φ)]}

=

∫
DΦ exp {iSUV[Φ, Fl(φ)]} . (4.7)

In the last line we have redefined back the heavy variables for fixed light fields. This

change of variables is given by Φ = F−1
h (Φ′, Fl(φ)), with F−1

h defined by F−1(Φ, φ) =

(F−1
h (Φ, φ), F−1

l (Φ, φ)).

The last equation shows that

S′[φ] = S̄[Fl(φ)], (4.8)

which is also consistent with a change of variables in eq. (4.2). So, for the transformations

we are considering now, the heavy field redefinition does not modify S̄, while the light field

redefinition commutes with the integration of the heavy field.

However, the local version of eq. (4.8),

〈
S′
〉
n
[φ]

?
=
〈
S̄
〉
n
[Fl(φ)], (4.9)

does not hold, in general. Here, both
〈
S̄
〉
n

and
〈
S′
〉
n

are defined by eq. (4.3) (with sources

coupling linearly to φ). Eq. (4.9) is equivalent to

∫
Dφ exp

(
iS̄[φ] + Jα(F−1

l )
α
(φ)
)

?
=

∫
Dφ exp

(
i
〈
S̄
〉
n
[φ] + Jα(F−1

l )
α
(φ)
)

+O(λn+1),

(4.10)

13This kind of redefinition is implicitly performed in the method proposed in ref. [46] to account for the

heavy-light loop contributions.
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as can be seen by performing a redefinition φ → Fl(φ), using the definition of
〈
S′
〉
n
, its

assumed equality with
〈
S̄
〉
n
◦ F and performing another redefinition φ → F−1

l (φ). But

requiring agreement to a given order of the Green functions of φ is not the same as requiring

agreement to that order of the Green functions of F−1
l (φ). To prove this, we present in

appendix C a counterexample, which shows that eq. (4.10) is not satisfied in general at

the quantum level. Of course, even if the redefinition F does not convert
〈
S̄
〉
n

into
〈
S′
〉
n
,

these two actions are equivalent on shell.

All this discussion applies irrespectively of whether method A or B is employed for

the matching. Let us add a few remarks on method A. In this method, the matching is

standardly performed for Green functions of the fields φ that appear in the action, be it the

original or the transformed one. If the comparison with the Green functions for action SUV

or S′UV is performed with a general local effective action that includes all the symmetric

operators to a given order, then S or S′ will be automatically found, respectively. As we

have shown, they will be equivalent, but not directly related by the transformation F . A

problem may arise if a non-redundant basis is employed. Then it is not possible, in general,

to adjust the coefficients in such a way that the off-shell Green functions reproduce those of

the fundamental theory with an arbitrary SUV. Indeed, proceeding in this way would be like

trying to match Green functions of different fields, φ and φ′ = F (φ). Therefore, any conver-

sion into a reduced basis should be performed after the (off-shell) matching, also in method

A. The alternative is to require only agreement for on-shell quantities, as proposed in [12].

In eq. (4.6) and (4.7) we have used in several places (determinant, action and source

terms) the fact that Fl is independent of Φ. Therefore, the simple relation eq. (4.8) cannot

be extended to the general case in which Fl depends on the heavy fields.14 Nevertheless, as

long as the redefined light field is a valid interpolating field for the light particles, we have

Z[J ] ∼ Z ′[J ]

=

∫
DφDΦ det

(
δF

δ(φ,Φ)

)
exp {iSUV[F (Φ, φ)] + Jαφ

α}

=

∫
Dφ exp

{
iS̄′′[φ] + Jαφ

α
}
, (4.11)

with

exp
(
iS̄′′[φ]

)
=

∫
DΦ det

(
δF

δ(φ,Φ)

)
exp {iSUV[F (Φ, φ)]} . (4.12)

S′′ (and the corresponding
〈
S′′
〉
n
) can be used to compute on-shell amplitudes of light

particles, even if it has no general simple connection with S̄ (
〈
S̄
〉
n
).

In addition to these remarks, note that the discussion in the previous section about

renormalization before and after the field redefinition also applies to the fundamental and

effective renormalized theories that enter the matching.

14The redefinition used in the method of ref. [43] to account for heavy-light loops belongs to this more

general case.
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5 Perturbative expansions

5.1 Removing reparametrization redundance

The theory space of possible actions with a given field content can be divided into equiv-

alence classes, with actions in the same class related by field redefinitions (possibly with

some restrictions, as discussed in section 2). All the actions in the same class give rise to

the same S matrix. An elegant way of working with these equivalent classes, which has

been mostly employed in non-linear sigma models, is to use a geometric approach, in which

the fields are coordinates of a differentiable manifold with a connection [28, 47–54]. This

allows to maintain explicit covariance under changes of coordinates (that is, field redefi-

nitions). Here we will study the more mundane (but also useful) approach of choosing a

representative for each equivalence class and systematically reducing every action to the

corresponding representative [55]. This is what we called “fixing a gauge” in the introduc-

tion. In this subsection, we first review how this gauge fixing can be performed order by

order in perturbation theory and then examine the consequences of this procedure.

The effective field theory is organized as a power series in λ = 1/Λ:

S[φ] =
∞∑

n=0

λnSn[φ]. (5.1)

Let us study the effect of local perturbative redefinitions of order k, of the form

F (φ) = φ+ λkG(φ), with k ≥ 1 and G analytic in λ. Under this redefinition, the action

changes into

S′[φ] = S[F (φ)]

=

∞∑

n,m=0

1

m!
λn+kmGα1(φ) · · ·Gαm(φ)

δmSn
δφα1 . . . δφαm

= S[φ] + λkGα(φ)
δS0

δφα
+O

(
λk+1

)
. (5.2)

In particular, the last line of this equation shows that all the actions that differ by order-k

terms proportional to the lowest-order equation of motion belong to the same class to order

k. Suppose Sk contains a term of the form fαk (φ)δK/δφα, with K any term in S0. Then,

this term can be eliminated by the following field redefinition of order k:

Fαk (φ) = φα − λkfαk (φ). (5.3)

Obviously, this redefinition has no effect to order k−1. At order k, its only effect is to add

−fαk δS0/δφ
α to the action, which is the same as using the lowest-order equation of motion

to change δK/δφα by δ(K− S0)/δφα. The redefinition eq. (5.3) also changes the action at

order k + 1 and higher, as indicated in eq. (5.2).

Therefore, once the lowest order action S0 is fixed, a representative of each equivalence

class can be chosen, order by order, by picking at each order k ≥ 1 a specific term Kk (which

could be a linear combination of other terms) of S0 and imposing (besides the hermiticity of
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the action and invariance under the relevant symmetries) that the coefficients of operators

in Sk proportional to δKk/δφα be equal to zero. Identifying these operators may require

algebraic manipulations and integration by parts. Note that, for a given Kk, the maximal

number of different factors δKk/δφix is equal to the number of different fields φi. Therefore,

to eliminate all the ambiguities at each order k, Kk should be chosen such that δKk/δφix 6= 0

for all i. A standard choice that works for any k is to take Kk as the sum of all the kinetic

terms. Then, any subsequent redefinition of order k would move the action into a different

gauge, so the remaining linearly-independent operators that can appear in Sk will form

a non-redundant basis of operators at that order. To reach this basis from an arbitrary

effective action, one proceeds order by order. Let S(k−1) be the transformed action after

consecutive field redefinitions F1, . . . , Fk−1 that put it in the prescribed form to O(λk−1)

and let fk(φ) be the coefficient of δKk/δφα in S(k−1). Then, the field redefinition eq. (5.3)

transforms S(k−1) into S(k), which is in the prescribed form to O(λk). The actions S(k)

and S are connected by the field redefinition F = Fk ◦ Fk−1 ◦ · · · ◦ F1.

We see that, in order to define a non-redundant basis of operators, it is enough to

use the lowest-order equations of motion in the operators to be eliminated [12]. Indeed,

for this purpose, and as long as all the algebraically-linearly-independent operators are

included from the very beginning, the higher order corrections at each step k are absorbed

into coefficients that were arbitrary anyway, so there is no need to worry about them. In

fact, the same holds for the coefficients of the non-vanishing operators at order k. So, as

described in the last paragraph, it actually suffices to identify a set of appropriate Kk and

put to zero all the terms proportional to δKk/δφα. However, we have already stressed

that it is often important to know the dependence of the coefficients in the transformed

action on the original ones. Then, the redefinition must be performed explicitly. When

working to next-to-leading order, n = 1, the algorithm has only one step (k = 1) and it is

sufficient to apply the equations of motion of S0 to the operators to be eliminated. But

when working at orders n ≥ 2, it is mandatory to include the higher-order corrections in the

redefinition. This is the case when one wants to rewrite a known action S in a particular

basis. To second order, for instance, this can always be achieved as explained above by

a field redefinition F = F2 ◦ F1, where Fαk (φ) = φα + λkGαk (φ), with Gk a λ-independent

function of the parameters of Sm, m ≤ k. The redefined action is

S′[φ] = S[F (φ)]

= S0[φ] + λ

[
S1 +Gα1 (φ)

δS0

δφα

]

+ λ2

[
S2 +Gα1 (φ)

δS1

δφα
+

1

2
Gα1 (φ)Gβ1 (φ)

δ2S0

δφαδφβ
+G2(φ)

δS0

δφα

]
+O(λ3)

= S′0[φ] + λS′1[φ] + λ2S′2[φ] +O(λ3). (5.4)

We see explicitly that S′k depends in general on the parameters of all Sn with n ≤ k, and

also that the higher-order effect of F1 must be taken into account in order to get the correct

dependence of the parameters of S′2 on the parameters of S0, S1 and S2. In particular,

(5.4) is relevant when comparing, to second order in λ, the constraints on the operator
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coefficients in one basis with the ones in another basis. The same considerations apply

to perturbative matching: field redefinitions performed to eliminate terms of order k in

the effective action have an impact on the matching not only at order k but also at higher

orders. This is readily seen in eq. (5.3) and eq. (5.4), taking S to be the local effective

action obtained from matching to a more fundamental theory. For instance, even if we put

G2 = 0 in eq. (5.4), we cannot say that to order 2 this S is equivalent to S0 + S′1 + S2.

Changing S1 by S′1 requires in general a change S2 → S′2. Observe also that knowledge of

the field redefinition F (in particular of F1) is needed to find the correct S′2.

We stressed in section 3 that using the exact classical equations of motion is not

equivalent to a non-infinitesimal field redefinition, and that it does not lead to an equivalent

action. Perturbatively, the effect of an order-k field redefinition can be written as

S′[φ] = S[φ] + λkG(φ)α
δS

δφα
+O

(
λ2k
)
. (5.5)

The exact equations of motion only give the linear contribution, starting at λk, but miss

the remaining O(λ2k) terms, which are necessary for S′ to be equivalent to S. Hence, the

equations of motion at higher orders, as used for instance in [20, 21], are not sufficient to

find the higher-order corrections induced by a field redefinition. In particular, using in S1

(and S2) the equation of motion to second order in λ does not give, in general, an action

that is equivalent to S to second order. The same conclusions apply to the case in which

the equations of motion of S′ are used in S1 (and S2), as can be seen by exchanging the

roles of S and S′ and considering the inverse transformation. To obtain the correct S′, it is

necessary to perform the actual field redefinition in every term of the original action. This

can be done either directly or using the functional-derivative expansion in the second line

of eq. (5.2).

5.2 Power counting

The effective field theories of interest often depend on several parameters, which can be

taken to be the cutoff scale Λ and additional dimensionless quantities, such as coupling

constants, ratios of masses and 4π factors associated to loops. The effective theory is

organized as a multiple power series in 1/Λ and certain combinations of the parameters,

which are assumed to be small (compared to the probed energies, if dimensionful). In the

following we use η to refer to 1/Λ and any of these combinations. For example, chiral

perturbation theory is arranged as a power series in 1/Λ with Λ = 4πf and f the pion

decay constant. One could consider a simultaneous expansion in 1/f at each order in

1/Λ, but this expansion is conveniently resummed using the underlying structure of an

spontaneously broken theory. To organize systematically these expansions, it is important

to have a power-counting rule that assigns a number Nη(O) to each operator O and each

parameter η. Then, the “natural” coefficient of an operator O is given by

CO '
∏

η

ηNη(O). (5.6)

For instance, in chiral perturbation theory, chiral counting dictates that N1/Λ(O) is equal

to the number of derivatives in O. In some cases it is convenient to include in the specifi-
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cation of the operator not only fields and derivatives but also powers of particular coupling

constants or masses, which are treated as spurions and taken into account in the counting.

To guarantee the stability of the loop expansion, the power-counting rule should be such

that all the diagrams that can generate an operator give a contribution that is similar to

or smaller than its natural coefficient. In particular, this requires

∆η(O1O2) = ∆η(O1) + ∆η(O2), (5.7)

where ∆η(O) = Nη(O)+cη for some cη independent of the operator. A power-counting rule

that is appropriate in many circumstances and enjoys nice properties is naive dimensional

analysis (NDA) [56–58]. In this case the actual numerical coefficients are expected to be

approximately equal to their natural values when the UV completion is strongly coupled,

and smaller than them when it is weakly coupled. Approximate symmetries or tunings in

the fundamental theory can also give rise to smaller coefficients. Certain assumptions on

the UV theory allow to incorporate these suppressions systematically in the power-counting

rules [59].

Now, we would like to examine the order of the new terms generated by field redef-

initions, according to the assumed power counting, and to determine the conditions for

their coefficients to be natural. Consider a field redefinition given by Fα(φ) = φα + fα(φ),

with f local. We can write each f j as a linear combination of local operators f j1 , . . . , f
j
nj .

The redefinition will be perturbative when min{Nη(f
j
1 ), . . . , Nη(f

j
nj )} > Nη(φ

j) for some

η. Thanks to the factorization property eq. (5.7), the redefinition preserves the counting

rule: an action with natural operator coefficients is transformed into an action with natural

operator coefficients whenever the coefficients of the operators in f are natural. The latter

means that the coefficient αji of each operator f ji is

αji '
∏

η

η∆η(fji )−∆η(φj) =
∏

η

ηNη(fji )−Nη(φj). (5.8)

This condition will always be satisfied if the redefinition is performed to eliminate any

term in an action with natural coefficients.15 Explicitly, if the redefinition removes a term

Q = fα(δK/δφα), with K any term in the original action S, an operator O in the original

action will give rise to a sum of terms of the form

O[m] = fα1 . . . fαm
δmO

δφα1 . . . δφαm
, (5.9)

with power counting given by

Nη(O[m]) = Nη(O) +m · (Nη(Q)−Nη(K)). (5.10)

15If the definition has any other purpose, coefficients αji smaller or larger than (5.8) (that is, “under-

natural” and “super-natural”, respectively) are possible that still preserve the perturbativity of the transfor-

mation. Super-natural coefficients will give rise to perturbative corrections that destabilize the hierarchical

structure of the original effective action. This will not be reflected in on-shell quantities if all the new terms

are included, since the new action is equivalent to the original one. But the perturbative orders will be

mixed, which must be taken into account in truncations of the new action.
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We have used the factorization property ∆η(Q) = ∆η(f)+∆η(K)−∆η(φ). If the coefficient

in Q happens to be suppressed by a factor ξ, relative to its natural value, while O has a

coefficient suppressed by a factor κ and K is natural, then the contribution O[m] in S′ will

be suppressed by ξmκ.

In the rest of the section we point out a few implications of this counting when working

with the SMEFT [60]. This effective theory is usually described as having a power counting

determined by the canonical dimension ∆ of the operators: N1/Λ(O) = ∆(O)− 4. In this

case, ∆1/Λ = ∆ and c1/Λ = 4. We ignore in the following the few operators of dimension

5 and 7. In order to reach some standard basis at dimension 6, one may need to redefine

the Higgs doublet φ in such a way that the dimension-6 terms proportional to �φ are

removed. The necessary cancellation arises from the kinetic term, while the remaining

terms of dimension 4 generate other terms (of the form O[1] in eq. (5.9)) at dimension-6.

This is the same as using the dimension-4 Higgs equation of motion in the terms to be

eliminated. As discussed in the previous section, there will be corrections at dimension

8, from substituting one φ at dimension 6 or two φ at dimension 4. Note, however, that

an important detail is missing in this discussion: the SMEFT does not start at dimension

4. The gauge-invariant operator Oµ = φ†φ has canonical dimension 2. Under the same

field redefinition, this super-renormalizable operator gives contributions of the form (Oµ)[1]

of dimension 4. Even if one can absorb the corrections into a renormalization of the SM

couplings, this renormalization modifies the coefficients at dimension 6 [61]. These linear

contributions can also be found using the equations of motion. But on top of this, Oµ
contributes at dimension 6 with terms of the form (Oµ)[2]. Indeed, using eq. (5.10) in

this particular case, we find N1/Λ((Oµ)[2]) = −2 + 2 · 2 = 2. Such a generated term

can be seen explicitly in the example of section 6. Because (Oµ)[2] is proportional to

δ2Oµ/δφ2, these dimension-6 contributions will be missed if one only uses the equations

of motion. Note that this does not contradict the standard procedure to reach a basis by

using the equations of motion, reviewed in section 5, because the action at leading order

is not given by the dimension-4 terms but by the integral of Õµ = −µ2Oµ. Thus, the field

redefinition we are considering has nothing to do with the equations of motion of the action

at leading order.16

Of course, the coefficient µ2 ofOµ is not natural with the counting based on dimensions.

Experimentally, we know that there is a hierarchy µ � Λ. Hence, the new terms (Oµ)[1]

and (Oµ)[2] arising from Oµ will carry an extra suppression (µ/Λ)2 and will typically be

less important, numerically, than the corresponding dimension-4 and dimension-6 terms.

This can be rephrased in a more systematic way by incorporating µ in the power counting:

∆1/Λ(µ2) = 2. This modified counting is nothing but dimensional analysis. It follows that

N1/Λ(Õµ) = 0. So, with the new counting Õµ is of the same order as the dimension-4

terms, and the SM is the leading order approximation of the SMEFT.

16The equation of motion at leading order is just φ = 0. This could be used to eliminate recursively all the

terms containing the Higgs doublet at dimension 4 and above. This looks strange, but it is consistent with

the natural value of µ2 being of order Λ2, according to the dimensional counting. Actually, a field with a

mass of the order of the cutoff will decouple from the other fields. More precisely, it should be integrated out.
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Consider next (differential) cross sections calculated in the SMEFT to order n in 1/Λ2.

They are schematically of the form

σ ∝
∣∣∣∣A(0) +

1

Λ2
A(1) +

1

Λ4
A(2) + · · ·

∣∣∣∣
2

, (5.11)

where A(n) is the coefficient of Λ−2n in the 1/Λ2 expansion of the on-shell amplitude. We

denote by A
(n)
i1i2...ik

the part of A(n) given by diagrams with k insertions of operators, one

from Si1 , another one from Si2 , etc. Then, we have:

A(n) =
∑

i1+i2+···+ik=n

A
(n)
i1i2...ik

. (5.12)

We ignore here phase-space factors, as we are only going to discuss the relative im-

portance of the quadratic and interference terms in the evaluation of the right-hand side

of eq. (5.11), which are schematically of the form A(i)A(j), with i, j ≤ n. Let us never-

theless refer to [58] for an interesting result for the scaling of total cross sections in NDA.

Expanding eq. (5.11),

σ ∝
∣∣∣A(0)

∣∣∣
2

+
2

Λ2
Re
(
A(0)∗A

(1)
1

)
+

1

Λ4

[∣∣∣A(1)
∣∣∣
2

+ 2 Re
(
A(0)∗A

(2)
11 +A(0)∗A

(2)
2

)]
+O

(
1

Λ6

)
,

where we have grouped contributions of the same order. In many applications, only the

first two terms need to be taken into account. However, there are processes in which the

interference terms Re(A(0)∗A(1)) vanish (or are very suppressed) [62]. Then the terms in

brackets give the leading correction and must be included in the analysis [63, 64]. Fur-

thermore, it may occur that Re(A(0)∗A
(2)
2 ) vanishes at well. This happens often when the

process is mediated by one heavy particle in the UV theory [65], since its propagator gener-

ates effective operators with the same symmetry properties at all orders. In this scenario,

the quadratic term |A(1)|2 and the interference term Re(A(0)∗A
(2)
11 ) give the only correc-

tions to order 1/Λ4 and the terms in S2 are not necessary to compute the leading-order

correction to the cross section.

Is this situation preserved by field redefinitions in the effective theory? The equivalence

theorem tells us that the amplitudes are invariant and comparing order by order we see

that the same will hold for each A(i). However, the individual contributions A
(2)
2 and A

(2)
11

need not be invariant separately. Hence, it is possible that Re(A(0)∗A
′(2)
2 ) does not vanish

any longer, and then the new operators in S′2 cannot be neglected, unless they do not

interfere with A(1).

The quadratic terms may also be very relevant if the coefficient of an involved operator

O(1) in S1 is for some reason α > 1. Then, |A(1)|2 and A(0)∗A
(2)
11 are enhanced by α with

respect to A(0)∗A(1). All these terms could then be comparable at sufficiently high energies.

In this case, it is mandatory to include them. Furthermore, at second order the effect of

operators in S2 can be neglected if it is known that their coefficients are significantly smaller

than α2. This is the case in certain SM extensions (such as the example in section 6).

But again, these statements depend on the field coordinates. A field redefinition that

removes O(1) introduces in S2 operators with an enhancement α2, so their contributions

Re(A(0)∗A
′(2)
2 ) can no longer be neglected.
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5.3 The loop expansion

Our previous discussion of power counting also applies to the loop expansion of the effective

theory and of the fundamental theory. Let us start with the former, which makes no

reference to loops in the fundamental theory and is valid also for strongly coupled UV

theories.17 Reintroducing explicitly ~, we can formally expand the generating functional

of the renormalized effective theory as

ZR[J ] =

∞∑

k=0

~kZR(k)
eff [J ]. (5.13)

This actually corresponds to an expansion in the effective-theory couplings divided by

1/(4π)2. We have already mentioned that the power counting of the (renormalized) effective

action should be consistent with this expansion.

When working in a reduced basis at order λn, it is often found that counterterms

made out of operators that were removed to reach that basis are necessary to obtain

renormalized Green functions. These counterterms (including their arbitrary finite part)

can then be written in the reduced basis, to order n, by a perturbative field redefinition

in which the perturbation parameter is proportional to ~mλn, with m the loop order of

the counterterm. In this way, one finds a reduced renormalized action (SR)′ (instead of

the initial renormalized reduced action). As stressed in section 2, this action does not

give finite Green functions of the elementary field when the regulator is removed. But

it does give finite S-matrix elements. So, we can say that the theory described by this

action has been renormalized on shell (this concept is not to be confused with an on-

shell renormalization scheme). To illustrate this, consider one of the simplest examples

of a reduced action: requiring canonical normalization of the kinetic terms in order to

remove the exact ambiguity of field rescalings. To obtain finite Green functions, wave

function renormalization is required. Then, the renormalized action is no longer in the

reduced form. By a regulator-dependent field rescaling, we can, however, transform the

renormalized action into a reduced renormalized action, which has canonical kinetic terms;

the wave function counterterms are moved into a redefinition of the remaining counterterms.

But the Green functions associated to this action are just the Green functions of the bare

field (written in terms of renormalized masses and couplings), which are divergent [67].

Nevertheless, these Green functions can be used to calculate finite scattering amplitudes,

with the regulator removed after the on-shell reduction. Coming back to the general

case, note that, at higher orders in λ, the reduced renormalized action will contain also

corrections of order ~m and higher, as indicated in the power-counting formula eq. (5.10).

These higher-order counterterms are also required for finiteness of the S matrix.

Importantly, the finite parts of all the redefined counterterms can be fixed in terms of

renormalization conditions for each operator in the reduced action (see ref. [9] for a detailed

argument in the context of the exact renormalization group). Thus, no independent renor-

malized couplings associated to redundant operators need to be introduced. This implies

17In some interesting cases, the former are related with some other parameter in the fundamental theory.

For instance, loops in chiral perturbation theory are related to 1/Nc corrections in low-energy QCD. This

type of relation has been made precise in gauge-gravity dualities [66].
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that one can describe the renormalization-group evolution of the reduced renormalized

couplings in terms of reduced renormalized couplings only, which has led to the definition

in [68] of effective beta functions along the reduced directions, depending only on reduced

renormalized couplings. The renormalization group equation of on-shell quantities can be

written in terms of these effective beta functions. Depending on the aimed precision, the

higher-order corrections introduced by the field redefinition may be relevant for the running

of reduced couplings. Once again, we stress that using the equations of motion may lead

to incorrect results.

The linearized renormalization-group evolution can be described in terms of operator

mixing; in this case, the beta functions are just anomalous dimensions. It has been ob-

served in theories of interest that, at one-loop, the anomalous-dimension matrix has many

vanishing entries, not explained by power counting [69–75]. This pattern has been ex-

plained in terms of the Lorentz structure of the involved operators, which forbids certain

mixings at one loop [76].

Let us next consider the loop expansion of the fundamental theory SUV, which we

assume to be weakly coupled:

ZR[J ] =
∞∑

k=0

~kZR(k)[J ]. (5.14)

This corresponds to an expansion in the UV couplings divided by 1/(4π)2. In order to

match this expansion, the bare effective action S̄ in eq. (4.1) and its local version S = 〈S̄〉n
must depend explicitly on ~. Each coefficient ZR(k) is recovered by combining the powers

of ~ in S with the ones associated to loops (and counterterms) in calculations performed

within the effective theory. Consider a double expansion of S in ~ and λ:

S[φ] =
n∑

m=0

∞∑

k=0

~kλmS(k)
m [φ]. (5.15)

Note that if all the possible operators are included, then all the S
(k)
m with a fixed m will

contain the same operators. That is, the corrections from matching at the quantum level

can be absorbed into a renormalization of the coefficients. But as discussed above, the point

of matching is to compare the renormalized parameters of the effective theory with the UV

parameters in a renormalization scheme that is independent of the fundamental theory.

Let us now perform a perturbative field redefinition to eliminate an operator in S
(j)
n . This

will rearrange all S
(k)
m with k ≥ j and m ≥ n, in a way consistent with eq. (5.10). Once

again, there are practical consequences for the matching workflow. Suppose, for example,

that S
(1)
0 is non vanishing and that we want to eliminate a first order term at the classical

level, that is, a term in S
(0)
1 . Then, there will be corrections not only to S

(0)
1 but also to

S
(1)
1 . This means that to calculate the matching at one-loop one must not only integrate

out at that level, but also keep track of possible rearrangements of the effective action at

the classical level. For this, it is not sufficient to know the final form at the classical level,

(S′)
(0)
1 . So, the necessary corrections would be missed if one simply added the one-loop

result to the results of tree-level matching given in the literature in particular basis. In
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other words and with more generality, the same light fields should be used in calculating

the contributions at each order in the loop expansion.

A related issue is the fact that the classification in [22] of tree-level and loop operators,

as those that can be induced or not at the tree-level, respectively, is not stable under

field redefinitions. Therefore, this classification is only meaningful in one the following two

interpretations: either for classes of operators that can be connected by field redefinitions,

as proposed in [70], or for individual operators in the context of a given non-redundant

basis of operators. This latter classification is basis-dependent. It turns out that the former

is closely related to the pattern of operator mixing [76].

6 Realistic example

We present here a realistic example at the tree level in the SMEFT, to illustrate some of the

higher-order effects of field redefinitions. We start with an extension of the SM consisting

of a heavy hypercharge-neutral vector triplet W (see refs. [77–79] for the phenomenology

of this multiplet), coupling only to the Higgs doublet φ, for simplicity.

L = LSM +
1

2

(
DµWa

νD
νWaµ −DµWa

νD
µWaν −M2Wa

µWaµ
)

− gWa
µ

(
φ†
σa

2
iDµφ+ h.c.

)
. (6.1)

Here, g is a real coupling constant and LSM is the SM Lagrangian:

LSM = Dµφ
†Dµφ+ µ2φ†φ− λ(φ†φ)2 + LYuk. + . . . , (6.2)

LYuk. = −l̄LYeφeR − q̄LYdφdR − q̄LYuφ̃uR + h.c. (6.3)

The tree-level matching to the SMEFT to dimension 8,

Leff = LSM + L(6)
eff + L(8)

eff +O

(
1

M6

)
, (6.4)

gives

L(6)
eff = − 3g2

8M2
(φ†φ)�(φ†φ) +

g2

4M2

[
(φ†φ)(φ†D2φ) + h.c.

]
, (6.5)

L(8)
eff =

g2

8M4
Dµ(φ†σaiDνφ+ h.c.)

[
Dν(φ†σaiDµφ)−Dµ(φ†σaiDνφ) + h.c.

]
, (6.6)

where we have used the identity σaijσ
a
kl = 2δilδjk−δijδkl and integration by parts to simplify

L(6)
eff . We see that the characteristic scale Λ that controls the size of each operator is in

this case equal to the mass M . Each operator in Leff − LSM of canonical dimension ∆ is

proportional to M4−∆. The expansion of the effective Lagrangian is in powers of 1/M2,

not in powers of g2/M2; indeed, all the terms are proportional to g2, independently of the

dimension. This pattern is characteristic of integrating heavy particles out at the tree level.

Now, to remove the operator containing D2φ, we redefine the Higgs doublet:

φ→ φ+
g2

4M2
φ(φ†φ). (6.7)
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The resulting Lagrangian is:

L′eff = LSM +
µ2g2

2M2
(φ†φ)

2 − λg2

M2
(φ†φ)

3
+

g2

4M2
(φ†φ)

2LYuk.

+

{
g4

16M4
Dµ

(
(φ†φ)φ†

)
Dµ
(
φ(φ†φ)

)
+

µ2g4

16M4
(φ†φ)

3 − 3λg4

8M4
(φ†φ)

4
}

− 3g2

8M2
(φ†φ)�(φ†φ)− 3g4

8M4
(φ†φ)

2
�(φ†φ)

+
3g4

16M4
(φ†φ)

2
(φ†D2φ+ h.c.)− g4

8M4
Dµ

(
(φ†φ)φ†

)
Dµ
(
φ(φ†φ)

)

+
g2

8M4
Dµ(φ†σaiDνφ+ h.c.)

[
Dν(φ†σaiDµφ)−Dµ(φ†σaiDνφ) + h.c.

]

+O

(
1

M6

)
. (6.8)

We have grouped the terms by their origin, rather than by the powers of M−2. The

terms in the first two lines of this equation arise from the redefinition of LSM, the ones

in the third and fourth lines come from L(6)
eff and the fifth line is just L(8)

eff . The O(1/M4)

contributions from LSM (the terms inside curly brackets in the second line) are quadratic

in the perturbation of φ introduced by the redefinition.

We observe that removing the dimension-6 term proportional to D2φ complicates the

Lagrangian significantly in several ways. First, there are more operators. Second, the

fact that the different operators are generated by the exchange of a vector triplet is far

from apparent. Third, the physical implications are also more obscure, due to the essential

correlations that guarantee that the redefined Lagrangian L′eff gives the same S matrix as

Leff (and as L, at low energies). And finally, the simple features we had observed in Leff

are not preserved: i) The powers of M−2 are not determined by the canonical dimension

of the operator: the second terms of the first and second lines have dimension 4 and 6,

respectively, but have an extra µ2/M2 suppression. ii) Terms proportional to g4 appear.

Both issues have been discussed in subsection 5.2.

It is also worth noting that some care must be taken when using these results for

matching at one loop, as pointed out in section 5.3. So far, we have been manipulating

the tree-level matching result Leff. Let L1-loop
eff = Leff + ∆Leff be the result of one-loop

matching. It is clear that, from L′eff and ∆Leff alone, L1-loop
eff cannot be computed. It

is necessary to know the redefinition (6.7) that has been done in the tree-level matching

results. Then, it could be applied in ∆Leff to get ∆L′eff. This could be used to obtain

(L1-loop
eff )

′
= L′eff + ∆L′eff, which is equivalent to L1-loop

eff .

We compare now L′eff with the result of using the higher-order equation of motion in

Leff. This exemplifies what is discussed in section 3 and subsection 5.1. The equation of

motion of Leff to dimension 6 is

D2φ = µ2φ− 2λφ(φ†φ) +
δLYuk.

δφ†
− 3g2

4M2
φ�(φ†φ)

+
g2

4M2

[
φ(φ†D2φ) +D2φ(φ†φ) + φ(D2φ†φ) +D2

(
φ(φ†φ)

)]
+O

(
1

M4

)
. (6.9)
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If we use it to eliminate the terms proportional to D2φ and D2φ† in Leff, we get:

Llinear
eff = LSM +

µ2g2

2M2
(φ†φ)

2 − λg2

M2
(φ†φ)

3
+

g2

4M2
(φ†φ)LYuk.

− 3g2

8M2
(φ†φ)�(φ†φ)− 3g4

8M4
(φ†φ)

2
�(φ†φ)

+
3g4

16M4
(φ†φ)

2
(φ†D2φ+ h.c.)− g4

8M4
Dµ

(
(φ†φ)φ†

)
Dµ
(
φ(φ†φ)

)

+
g2

8M4
Dµ(φ†σaiDνφ+ h.c.)

[
Dν(φ†σaiDµφ)−Dµ(φ†σaiDνφ) + h.c.

]

+O

(
1

M6

)
. (6.10)

We see that the quadratic terms in the second line of eq. (6.8), in curly brackets, are

absent, as expected.18 In particular, the dimension-6 term proportional to µ2 is miss-

ing. These terms can be recovered by including the second derivative of the action,

1/2δ2Seff/(δφ
αδφβ)fαfβ , with f1 = g2/(4M2)φ(φ†φ) and f2 = (f1)†. We find

Lquad.
eff =

µ2g4

16M4
(φ†φ)3 +

g4

16M4
Dµ

(
(φ†φ)φ†

)
Dµ
(

(φ†φ)φ
)
− 3λg4

8M4
(φ†φ)4 +O

(
1

M6

)
.

(6.11)

It is clear that L′eff = LEOM
eff + Lquad.

eff +O(1/M6).

The equivalence between L′eff and Leff can be also checked using the condition for

redundant parameters stated in section 3. We define the interpolating Lagrangian:

Lξeff[φ] = Leff

[
φ+

ξ

4M2
φ(φ†φ)

]
, (6.12)

which is just Leff when ξ = 0 and L′eff when ξ = g2. Then, Leff and L′eff are equivalent

because ξ is redundant:

∂Lξeff

∂ξ
=

(
1

4M2
(φ†φ)φ† − 3ξ

16M4
(φ†φ)2φ†

)
δLξeff

δφ†
+ h.c. +O

(
1

M6

)
. (6.13)

7 Conclusions

It is clear that a perturbative transformation, controlled by a small parameter λ, of any

function depending analytically on λ will rearrange at all orders its perturbative expansion

in λ, with the new coefficients depending on the original ones of the same or lower order. It

is also clear that this rearrangement cannot be reproduced by a linear approximation in the

perturbation. These simple facts may have non-trivial practical implications for effective

field theories.

18A wrong result is found as well when imposing the dimension-6 equations of motion of L − g2

4M2[
(φ†φ)(φ†D2φ) + h.c.

]
or, iteratively, of L′eff.
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Effective field theories are treated perturbatively in 1/Λ and in a loop expansion.

When putting together different orders, it is crucial that they are all given in the same

field coordinates. Otherwise, inconsistencies will be present, not only off-shell but also

in on-shell observables. Preserving the consistency of field redefinitions requires some care

when the different orders are calculated independently. Consider, for example, the SMEFT.

A complete matching of this effective theory to arbitrary UV completions has been given

in [61] at the tree-level and to order 1/Λ2, with Λ the lightest mass of the heavy particles.

The results of the matching are given in the Warsaw basis [17]. They are very useful when

working to order 1/Λ2 and at the tree level, but, unfortunately, they cannot be combined

with future direct results of tree-level matching at order 1/Λ4. For this, knowledge of the

higher-order terms generated by the lower-order field redefinitions is required. But this

information is usually not provided in the literature, including [61], nor can it be recovered

without repeating the whole calculation. Similarly, the Warsaw-basis results of tree-level

matching cannot be combined with one-loop corrections, even if the latter are transformed

into the Warsaw basis. Moreover, in some methods it may be convenient to also perform

field redefinitions in the UV action in order to find one-loop corrections to the matching.

For consistency, the tree-level contributions must be calculated for the same light fields.

Note that an identical situation will arise again and again at higher and higher orders.

This is not a fundamental problem, but it conflicts with the idea of building on previous

results. The very same issues are relevant for conversions from one basis into another

one. In particular, the generalization to higher orders of codes that automatically reduce

actions [80, 81] or translate operator coefficients in different bases [82, 83] should implement

field redefinitions rather than use equations of motion.

Field redefinitions not only change the action, but they also introduce a determinant

(which can be added to the action or ignored in dimensional regularization, for local per-

turbative redefinitions) and modify the coupling to the sources. The latter effect is crucial

in the derivation of Schwinger-Dyson equations and Ward identities. Ignoring it amounts

to the bold replacement of a coupling of the source to a sum of composite operators by a

linear coupling to the new elementary field. The LSZ formula implies that this replacement

has no effect on on-shell quantities. But, as we have discussed, it does have a non-trivial

impact on the form of the local effective action after matching and also on renormal-

ization. All these subtle effects are relevant for the standard approach to matching and

renormalization in terms of Green functions. However, we should stress that they go away

when computing on-shell amplitudes, and might be avoided from the beginning in on-shell

matching/renormalization.

Working with non-redundant bases of operators in effective theories has become a

standard practice. Besides having a reduced number of operators, these bases have the

clear advantage of attaching an unambiguous physical meaning to the set of coefficients

that describe the theory to a given order. In particular, flat directions are avoided in

comparing with the experimental data. Notwithstanding this, the conversion into non-

redundant or reduced bases also has a few drawbacks. The first one is apparent in the

example of section 6 and, more dramatically, in the example of appendix A: the necessary

field redefinitions typically give rise to a more complicated Lagrangian. Of course, this is
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not so in a truly model-independent approach, in which the starting point is a completely

general effective theory. But even in this case, the connection to particular UV completions

is more intricate. More importantly, the physical predictions are typically more obscure, as

the redefinition introduces correlations between operator coefficients that must be precisely

preserved.19 For instance, at first sight it is far from obvious that eq. (A.3) represents a free

theory in disguise. Another issue that we have discussed is that reduced actions are not

stable under renormalization and renormalization-group evolution, although the departures

can be absorbed on-shell into reduced counterterms and effective beta functions. Finally,

we have seen that field redefinitions may modify the power counting inherited from (classes

of) UV theories, when it cannot be formulated in terms of the effective theory alone. So,

such a power counting needs not be apparent in non-redundant bases.

The basis proposed in [70, 71] is optimal in dealing with all the issues just mentioned,

but only for particular processes (Higgs physics) and rather specific UV scenarios (universal

theories). Let us put forward another possibility: working with a standard over-complete,

i.e. non-reduced, basis. In principle, this minimizes the problems pointed out above. In-

deed, the connection with UV theories is more transparent, at least at the tree level, and

there is flexibility in reproducing the field coordinates used in the matching. Also, if no

redefinitions are made after matching, the physical predictions will typically be more obvi-

ous, and for simple models will not contain flat directions. The tree-level or loop origin of

operators is directly given by the classification in [22]. And finally, from the point of view

of the effective theory itself, a general action in the over-complete basis is stable under

renormalization and gives rise to finite off-shell Green functions that obey standard renor-

malization group equations. Working in this approach would first involve selecting a basis

at each order, obtained only with algebraic manipulations of the operators (the convenience

of the latter should also be assessed in each case). Then, the results of matching and the

beta functions would be provided in this basis (with information about possible field re-

definitions in the process). And finally, to profit from the advantages of reduced bases,

it would be useful to know the conversions of the over-complete basis into non-redundant

bases, including higher-order operators generated in the process, or to have the tools to

perform automatically this task.
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A Simple example of reparametrization invariance

We describe here an example of a field redefinition in a simple quantum field theory demon-

strating explicitly some of the features explained in section 2. We start with a free massless

real scalar field φ. Its generating function is

Z[J ] =

∫
Dφ exp

(
− i

2
φx(�φ)x + Jxφ

x

)
. (A.1)

A change of variables φ→ φ+(1/m2)(�φ+gφ3) in the path integral gives the following

expression, where we have used equation (2.3):

Z[J ] =

∫
DφDcDc̄ exp

(
iS[φ, c, c̄] + Jxφ

x +
1

m2
Jx�φ

x +
g

m2
Jx(φ3)x

)
, (A.2)

where S[φ, c, c̄] = Sφ[φ] + Sc[φ, c, c̄] is given by

Sφ = −
∫
ddx

[
1

2
φ�

(
1 +

�
m2

)2

φ+
g

m2
φ3�

(
1 +

�
m2

)
φ+

g2

2m4
φ3�φ3

]
, (A.3)

Sc = −
∫
ddx

[
c̄(� +m2)c+ 3gφ2c̄c

]
. (A.4)

We have normalized c to have a canonical kinetic term. The momentum-space connected

Green functions are defined as

G(n)(p1, . . . , pn) = ax1(p1) · · · axn(pn)
δnW

δJx1 · · · δJxn
, (A.5)

where ax(p) = eipx and W [J ] = −i logZ[J ]. Let us show diagrammatically that using

expression eq. (A.2) for Z to compute G(n) gives the same result as using the original form

eq. (A.1).

G(n) is the sum over all connected diagrams with n sources constructed using the

Feynman rules collected in figure 1. The propagator ∆φ(p) for φ contains the physical pole

at p2 = 0 but also a new (double) pole at p2 = m2 that was not present originally. This

problematic behavior will be canceled by the momentum dependent vertices and the pole

at the same point of the ghost propagator ∆c(p).

There are several cancellations between subgraphs of the diagrams we are considering.

This is just an example of the more general case nicely discussed in [11]. Three of these

cancelllations are shown in figure 2. From the first two equations in this figure, it follows

that we can obtain the full result by summing over a subset of all diagrams: those that do

not contain 3-line sources, 6-line vertices, any arrows in external lines or two arrows in the

same internal line. In other words, we only need to consider diagrams with 1-line sources,

4-line vertices, no arrows in external lines and at most one arrow in each internal line.

For any diagram, let V be the number of vertices, I the number of internal lines and

L the number of loops. We have the relation

V − I + L = 1. (A.6)
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=
i

p2(1− p2/m2)2
=: ∆φ(p),

p
=

6ig

m2
p2

(
1− p2

m2

)
,

pc

pb

pa

=
36ig2

m4
(pa + pb + pc)

2,

= 1− p2

m2
, =

6g

m2

=
i

p2 −m2
=: ∆c(φ), = −6ig.

Figure 1. Feynman rules from eqs. (A.2), (A.3), (A.4). Crossed dots represent sources. Solid and

dotted lines correspond to φ and ghosts, respectively. An arrow over a φ line is used to specify

that the corresponding momentum enters in the factor associated with the vertex it points to. The

square that splits the 6-line vertex specifies the three momenta that appear in its associated factor.

+ = 0, + = 0,

· · ·

+

· · ·

= 0.

Figure 2. Cancellations between subdiagrams.
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The number of arrows over φ lines equals the number of φ4 vertices, so at tree level (L = 0)

there are no diagrams with less than two arrows in all internal lines. The only exception is

the case V = 0, which gives the only diagram contributing to G(2)(p,−p) = i/p2. All the

other Green functions vanish at tree level.

For L > 0, we can reduce the problem by cutting all internal φ lines without arrows.

The result might be disconnected. For each connected component C the number of φ4

vertices equals the number of internal φ lines and the number of φ2c̄c vertices equals the

number of ghost lines. Therefore, using eq. (A.6), C has exactly one loop (L = 1). A

1-loop diagram has as a subgraph one of the two 1-loop diagrams in figure 2, so it must

cancel with the diagram obtained by replacing the subgraph with the other 1-loop diagram

in the same figure. The cancellation of the connected components after the cut implies the

cancellation of the diagrams resulting from joining them back. The conclusion is that the

L-loop correction (with L > 0) to any Green function is zero.

We have computed all the Green functions to all orders in the loop expansion:

G(2)(p,−p) =
i

p2
, G(n>2) ≡ 0, (A.7)

using Z in the form of eq. (A.2). They agree exactly with what is obtained in a more

straightforward way from the expression in eq. (A.1). Therefore, they must also be equal

order by order in p2/m2. This means that if we had worked perturbatively in p2/m2 we

would have obtained the same results. As stated in general in section 2, we can ignore the

ghosts when the redefinition is perturbative and dimensional regularization is used. Indeed,

the ghost propagator should then be expanded in 1/m2 up to some finite order k as

∆c(p) 7→
−i
m2

(
1 +

p2

m2
+
p4

m4
+ · · ·+ p2k

m2k

)
. (A.8)

This is a polynomial in p2, so it integrates to zero in the ghost loop integral over p, accord-

ing to the properties of dimensional regularization. In the same manner, in a perturbative

treatment, the propagator of the redefined field φ is to be expanded in 1/m2 as

∆φ(p) 7→ i

p2
+

i

m2

(
2 + 3

p2

m2
+ 4

p4

m4
+ · · ·+ (k + 2)

p2k

m2k

)
. (A.9)

The first term in the second line is the original propagator, while the sum of the new terms

proportional to 1/m2 is a polynomial in p2. So, no unphysical poles appear perturbatively.

Clearly, ignoring the ghost contributions and using at the same time the exact (resummed)

propagator ∆φ(p) would be inconsistent and would give rise to unphysical poles in the

Green functions.

The Green functions (G′)(n) generated with the function Z ′, obtained from eq. (A.2) by

replacing JαF
α(φ)→ Jαφ

α, are equal to the ones computed from Z except for the source

factors. Now, there is nothing to cancel the first diagram in figure 1, but the corresponding

factor has a pole at p2 = m2 and not at p2 = 0, so its contribution is eliminated by the LSZ

formula. The other difference, the p2/m2 term in the factor corresponding to the 1-line

source, also vanishes on shell. Thus, Z ∼ Z ′.
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The equivalence Z ∼ Z ′ can also be checked using the condition (stated in section 3)

that the derivative of the action with respect to a parameter is proportional to the equation

of motion if and only if the parameter is redundant. In this case,

∂Sφ
∂(1/m2)

=
δSφ
δφx

(
�φ+gφ3− 1

m2

[
�2φ+3gφ2�φ+g�φ3+3g2φ5

])x
+O

(
1

m4

)
, (A.10)

which means that the parameter 1/m2 of the action Sφ is redundant. For the parameter g,

a similar equation (of the form ∂Sφ/∂g ∝ δSφ/δφ) can be obtained. However, this is not

necessary to eliminate g from Sφ because 1/m2 can be taken to be zero (as it is redundant)

and then Sφ becomes independent of g.

B Insertions of the equation-of-motion operator in on-shell amplitudes

In ref. [35] (see also ref. [39]) it is proven that the S matrix with one insertion of an operator

proportional to the equation of motion vanishes. This is not true, however, for two or more

insertions. We check here both statements in the case proposed in exercise 6.1 of [39]. We

will compute connected momentum-space Green functions G(m,n) in the theory

Z[Jφ, Jθ] =

∫
Dφ exp

(
iS[φ] + Jφxφ

x + Jθxθ
x
)

(B.1)

S[φ] = −
∫
d4x

(
1

2
φ(� +m2)φ+

λ

4!
φ4

)
, (B.2)

θ = φ
δS

δφ
= −φ(� +m2)φ− λ

3!
φ4. (B.3)

They are defined in eq. (A.5). The corresponding Feynman rules are presented in figure 3.

We will calculate G(4,1) and G(4,2). The relevant diagrams are shown in figure 4. In terms

of them, the Green functions are

G(4,1) = A+
4∑

r=1

Br, (B.4)

G(4,2) =

4∑

r=1

2∑

k=1

Crk +

4∑

r=1

2∑

k,l=1
k 6=l

Drkl +

4∑

r,s=1
s>r

2∑

k,l=1
k 6=l

Erskl. (B.5)

The S matrix is obtained by taking the residue when all pi go on-shell. Let Res be the

operation

Res(G) = lim
p2

1→m2
lim

p2
2→m2

lim
p2

3→m2
lim

p2
4→m2

[(
4∏

i=1

(p2
i −m2)

)
G

]
. (B.6)

Applying it to each diagram gives

Res(A) = −4λ, Res(Br) = λ, (B.7)

Res(Crk) = −4iλ, Res(Erskl) = iλ, (B.8)

Res(Drkl) = iλ

(
1 +

(ql + pr)
2 −m2

(ql + qk + pr)2 −m2

)
, (B.9)
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=
i

p2 −m2
= −iλ

= p21 + p22 − 2m2 = −4λ

Figure 3. Feynman rules for φ4 theory and insertions of the operator θ, represented by a solid dot.

A = Br =

r

Crk =

r
k

Drkl =

r

k
l

Erskl =

s

r
k

l

Figure 4. Relevant diagrams for the computation of G(4,1) and G(4,2) in the φ4 theory with θ

insertions at tree level. Empty (solid) dots denote the sources for φ (θ).

where all momenta are taken as ingoing. Using equations (B.4)–(B.9) we get

Res(G(4,1)) = 0, (B.10)

Res(G(4,2)) = iλ


−12 +

4∑

r=1

2∑

k,l=1
k 6=l

(ql + pr)
2 −m2

(ql + qk + pr)2 −m2


 . (B.11)

So, indeed, the S-matrix element with one insertion of θ vanishes. However, when two

insertions of θ are included, it does not.

C Local vs non-local action after field redefinitions

We give here a counterexample to eq. (4.10). This illustrates how doing redefinitions

does not commute with matching to a local action. Notice that, instead of considering

redefinitions of the fields in the action, one can equivalently deal with redefinitions in the

source terms, because changes of variables in the path integral relate one case to the other.

We will use this fact to simplify the following discussion, in which we consider changes of

the source terms only.
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Consider the (non-local) action S̄ coming from integrating out the field Φ, using

eq. (4.2), from the theory defined by the UV action

SUV[Φ, φ] = −
∫
d4x

{
1

2
φ�φ+

1

2
Φ(� +M2)Φ + gΦφ2

}
. (C.1)

Let S̄tree be the action obtained by integrating out Φ at tree-level. We take 1/M2 as the

small parameter that controls the approximation of the effective theory. The truncation of

S̄tree is

[S̄tree]n[φ] = −
∫
d4x

{
1

2
φ�φ− g2

2M2
φ2

(
n−1∑

k=0

(−1)k�k

M2k

)
φ2

}
. (C.2)

At tree-level, [S̄tree]n gives the same results as S̄tree up to order M−2n. The local effective

action
〈
S̄
〉
n

is obtained by including both the heavy loop corrections S̄− S̄tree and the cor-

rections
〈
S̄
〉
n
− [S̄]n due to heavy-light loops. Notice that

〈
S̄
〉
n

will not contain monomials

that are odd powers of φ because of the φ→ −φ symmetry of the original action SUV, that

is preserved in the effective theory. We will show that the functions

Z ′[φ] =

∫
Dφ exp (iS̄[φ] + Jα(φ+ λφ2)α), (C.3)

Z ′n[φ] =

∫
Dφ exp (i

〈
S̄
〉
n
[φ] + Jα(φ+ λφ2)α), (C.4)

do not satisfy the identity Z ′[J ]
?
= Z ′n[J ] + O(1/M2n) for any n > 0. It is enough to see

that the 3-point functions G′(3) and G
′(3)
n generated by them are different. The relevant

diagrams are presented in figure 5. Because computing Green functions for φ with the

non-local action S̄ is exactly equivalent to computing them with the local action SUV, we

present the corresponding diagrams in terms of the Feynman rules for SUV, with double

lines representing the propagator for the heavy field Φ. The 4-line dot in diagram C

represents the φ4 local interaction in
〈
S̄
〉
n

generated at tree level. We have

G′(3) = A+B +D + (permutations), G′(3)
n = C +D + (permutations). (C.5)

Diagram C can be obtained by expanding in powers of 1/M2 the heavy propagator

inside A+B. Thus, for G
′(3)
n to be equal to G′(3) to order n, we should have

A+B + (permutations)
?
= C + (permutations) + O

(
1

M2n+2

)
. (C.6)

This is not true in general. Denoting by p1, p2 and p3 the momenta in each diagram entering

in the top, left and right vertex, respectively, we have that, in dimensional regularization,

A|p2
1=0 = C|p2

1=0 = 0, (C.7)
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A = B =

C = D =

Figure 5. Relevant diagrams for the 1-loop 3-point function generated by Z ′ and Z ′n. A and B

are diagrams of G′(3), C is a diagram of G
′(3)
n and D appears in both.

because when p2
1 = 0 both A and C are scaleless integrals. On the other hand,

B|p2
1=0 = −8ig2λµ2ε

p2
2p

2
3

∫
d4−2εk

(2π)4−2ε

1

k2(k + p1)2[(k + p1 + p2)2 −M2]

∣∣∣∣
p2

1=0

(C.8)

=
g2λ

2π2p2
2p

2
3(p2

2 − p2
3)

{
log

(
M2 − p2

3

M2 − p2
2

)[
1

ε
− γ + log

4πµ2

M2

]
+ Li2

p2
2

M2
− Li2

p2
3

M2

+ log2

(
1− p2

2

M2

)
− log2

(
1− p2

3

M2

)}
+O(ε), (C.9)

where we have used the results for 1-loop integrals presented in [84]. The conclusion is

that Z ′ is not approximated by Z ′n to order n, which completes the counterexample to

eq. (4.10).

As a final comment, notice that the approximation should be recovered on-shell, as

Z ′ and Z ′n differ only from the original generating function by the source terms. This can

be checked directly: diagram B does not have a pole at p2
1 = 0 and therefore it does not

contribute to the S matrix.

D Gauge covariance

Let S[φ,A] be a gauge-invariant action, where A are the gauge fields. We show here that

its functional derivatives with respect to the fields φ and A are gauge covariant. Consider

a redefinition

φ→ φ′ = φ+ ζG, A→ A′ = A+ ηH, (D.1)

where G and H are covariant operators with G in the same representation as φ and H in

the adjoint representation. The gauge fields A only appear in the action S through the field

strength FAµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − ig[Aµ, Aν ] and the covariant derivative DA
µ = ∂µ − igAµ.

For these objects, we have

FA
′

µν = FAµν + η
(
DA
µHν −DA

ν Hµ

)
− iη2g[Hµ, Hν ], (D.2)

DA′
µ O = DA

µO − iηgHµO. (D.3)
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All the terms in this expressions are covariant, with the same representation under

the gauge group. It follows that the transformed action S[φ′(φ,A), A′(φ,A)] is still gauge

invariant. Its expansion in ζ, η is

S[φ+ ζG,A+ ηH] =

∞∑

m,n=0

ζm ηn

(m+ n)!
Gα1 · · ·Gαm Hβ1 · · ·Hβn δm+nS

δφα1 · · · δφαmδAβ1 · · · δAβn .

(D.4)

Because this is invariant for any ζ and η, it must be invariant order by order in each of

them. Now, the covariance of the functional derivatives follows from the covariance of the

product of the operators G and H. In particular, the equation of motion operators δS/δφ

and δS/δA must be covariant and therefore it is possible to write them in terms of field

strengths and covariant derivatives, with no independent occurrences of the gauge fields

and partial derivatives.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons

Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
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